The bioinformatics software domain contains thousands of applications for automating tasks such as the pairwise alignment of DNA sequences, building and reasoning about metabolic models or simulating growth of an organism. Its end users range from sophisticated developers to those with little computational experience. In response to their needs, developers provide many options to customize the way their algorithms are tuned. Yet there is little or no automated help for the user in determining the consequences or impact of the options they choose. In this paper we describe our experience working with configurable bioinformatics tools. We find limited documentation and help for combining and selecting options along with variation in both functionality and performance. We also find previously undetected faults. We summarize our findings with a set of lessons learned, and present a roadmap for creating automated techniques to interact with bioinformatics software. We believe these will generalize to other types of scientific software.
INTRODUCTION
Bioinformatics software is becoming increasingly sophisticated and prevalent in its day-to-day use [7] . There is a plethora of software for aligning, assembling, and analyzing DNA sequences, or for optimizing and predicting growth in organisms using their metabolic networks. Databases have moved to common data formats and models, and high performance computing is allowing more scalable computation. As these bioinformatics systems become mainstream tools for the biology and bioinformatics community, their dependability and reliability becomes critical. Scientists are making decisions and drawing conclusions based on the software that they use. As in all empirical sciences, the results obtained need to be repeatable and explainable to others. Yet, recent research has suggested that better software engineering practices are needed in bioinformatics software [3, 14, 26, 27, 33, 43] , as well as more sophisticated software testing techniques [21, 29] .
Adding to this problem is that as the number and types of tools are increasing, they are also increasing in flexibility. For instance, the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) has multiple variants (e.g. web versus standalone, searching for proteins versus searching for nucleotides). The customization and flexibility of these tools indicates bioinformatics is entering a mature phase of software development -that of other highly-configurable software. Most tools now provide the end user with many customization options. The command line version of Nucleotide BLAST (BLASTn) has over 40 options that a user can modify when running a search. These options determine how an alignment search is conducted (e.g. what length subsequences to use in matching, or how the results are filtered based on quality thresholds). As has been well documented in the software engineering community, this leads to a broad spectrum of behaviors and choices for end users, yet it also creates some potential pitfalls.
Research in the software testing community has already extensively studied the impact that configurability has on testing and fault detection. Faults may be visible under only specific combinations of configuration options, and different code paths of a program are executed under different combinations of options [5, 30-32, 35, 36, 39-41, 46] which has led to many automated configuration-aware testing techniques.
While much of the literature on configurability from the software testing community focuses on interaction fault detection or performance issues [5, 18, 19, 24, 31, 35, 44, 45] , configurability may lead to more subtle issues in a scientific domain because scientific software often uses heuristic or optimization approaches for solving problems. Some recent research has looked at variability in programs that calculate partial differential equations [10, 12] and for numerical solvers [42] , but these are not in the bioinformatics domain. Recent work that studies bugs in scientific software [8] does not address these issues of configurability, nor does other work on testing bioinformatics software [21, 29] . Morrison-Smith et al. examined how end users interact with bioinformatics software [33] . Users in their study were quoted as saying:
"I don't necessarily know enough to make sure I'm picking our settings correct. ' ' and "At the end of the day, you just have faith that the program's working or not."
indicating that the user community needs support in understanding configurability and dependability for such systems. As researchers who have spent time working with multiple bioinformatics software programs, and who have experience with configurable systems, we have run into many of these problems ourselves. This has led us to ask what the impact of configurability is on this domain of software tools and what the implications might be on the research productivity of the broader community that uses these on a daily basis. We also want to understand if existing configuration-aware techniques can help improve this domain.
In this experience report we set out to answer these questions, and to provide insights for users and developers of bioinformatics software. While we focus on a single scientific domain, we believe these results may be more broadly applicable. We learn that configurability does impact bioinformatics software. More specifically (1) the configuration spaces are non-trivial to navigate and correctly model; (2) the functional outcomes, and those configuration options that control them are not always easy to identify; (3) performance may be impacted, sometimes significantly; and (4) configuration dependent faults exist.
The contributions of this paper are:
(1) A large case study demonstrating our experience with modifying configurations in three commonly used bioinformatics software systems across four different configuration models; (2) Evidence that there is variability in both the functional and performance outcomes of these systems; (3) A set of lessons learned and recommendations for developers and testers of these systems. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we provide some motivating examples. We follow that with a case study and results in Sections 3 and 4. We then present some discussion, lessons learned, and suggestions for improvement in Section 5. We end with conclusions and future work in Section 6.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
The bioinformatics software user community is broad, therefore developers should consider a spectrum of users. Fig. 1 shows the three primary users that we consider in this work. At the top level are the domain experts (or non-software experts). These users have a deep understanding of the biological problems they are trying to solve, but will unlikely be familiar with the configurable options and/or know which defaults are set in the software. Often, they work from a user interface that limits their options with respect to configurability. We examine one model in our study that is geared towards this group. As pointed out by Jin et al. [20] , configurable systems usually have multiple ways to interact with configuration options, and the highest level (such as menus or a graphical interface) often only provide a subset of those options. The next type of user in this figure is the bioinformatics expert user who has both a deep knowledge of the biological domain, and with computation and automation. This type of user will often run experiments using scripts and will have some knowledge of which configuration options can be altered. However, they are unlikely to understand the full impact of those changes, nor do we expect them to be experts in software development or testing.
Finally, the expert developer is someone with extensive development experience with the domain, who has also built the application. They will be familiar with all of the configuration options and will have experimented with each, however, they may lack techniques and methods to test the large configuration space for correctness or to optimize and determine the best default values of each.
During the course of this experience report we have acted in the first two roles (both as biologist end users and as bioinformatics specialists). We have also reached out to developers with our findings and report on all of those experiences here.
We now present two motivating scenarios. These are based on recent interactions we have had with several popular bioinformatics software systems. Scenario One We first describe our experience using an existing, popular, bioinformatics tool, Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). Fig. 2 shows a set of configuration options for the online Nucleotide BLAST query system (BLASTn) [1] which searches a single (or multiple) database for the match to a single (or multiple) sequence (via queries). The user can simply run a query or they can open a screen that allows them to change the core search algorithm options. We show this screen in Fig. 2 . Users can change any or all of these options. In this screen there are five pull down menus, five check boxes, and three text boxes that take numeric inputs, for a total of 13 configurable options. Each of the pull down menus has a number of values (or options) that can be selected.
Suppose we limit exploration to just four options for each of the pull down menus and text boxes. This leads to a possible space of (2 5 x 4 8 ) which is over two million configurations. We can reduce this slightly if one considers the dependency between the checkbox species-specific repeats (boxed in red in the figure) and its associated pull down, since that is only active when the box is checked, but this also complicates the modeling and exploration of the configuration space because that dependency must be satisfied. Boxed elements are discussed in the text.
In this system each of the blue circled question marks provides user help. For instance, the Match/Mismatch Scores pull down list shows the following text when the question mark is clicked 'Reward and penalty for matching and mismatching bases. more...'. If one clicks on 'more' they are taken to a webpage with a long description of these configuration options. This is helpful to an expert user, but may confuse other users, and still leaves the bioinformatics expert with a less than desirable outcome. We also note that the command line version of this tool lacks the same level of help.
Even if the configuration options make sense to the bioinformatics expert, the actual practical impact on the returned sequences from the query when changing this option is unknown. Biologists often develop a lab lore of what to change and often leave the rest of the options alone. To actually understand the full impact, a biologist would need to set up a series of interactive experiments. Furthermore, this is just one configurable option. If we consider combinations with other choices, the number of configurations grows exponentially with the number of configurable options. Scenario Two We next describe our experience with an application that assembles a set of short DNA strings called reads into larger continuous strings called contigs using an online web interface (i.e. again from a biologist's perspective). We attempted to recreate data from a tutorial for an application called MEGAHIT from the Department of Energy Systems Biological Knowledgebase (KBase) [2, 23] . The web version is simply a wrapper for a commonly used command line tool also called MEGAHIT [28] .
We used the default values for each of the configuration options used in the tutorial. We noticed that one configuration option (kmax) did not make sense since it represents a read length (the number of elements in the sequence to read) and was set to 141, higher than the input sequence (100) used in the tutorial -typically something a user will not do. We ran the application anyway and got a completed assembly with 284 contigs. We then read the log and noticed that the system reported it changed the k-max for us to 119. But this was done silently (no notification) and was only found by our exploration of the log. This number is also greater than the maximum read size from the input set of reads. We then ran the tool and set the k-max to 119. This time we saw 285 contigs and thus inconsistent results. Last we set the k-max to 99 (below the read length) and expected to see one of the above numbers, but instead got 289 contigs.
We contacted a developer of the web app and were told that the problem is due to edge cases. The mismatch is due to the use of configuration options that combined with the input data do not make sense, and that the system autocorrects for us. However, the software did not document this clearly to the end user. Since the software was modifying values automatically to correct the incorrect k-max option value, we were getting inconsistent results. The developer confirmed that this is a bug and said that they would fix this in a future release.
These scenarios lead us to ask what the situation is like for the various users of bioinformatics software and what the impact of modifying configuration options might be. We do not expect broad expertise in software engineering from these users, therefore we want to understand what the implications might be for those using these systems. We also want to understand if configurationaware techniques can help to uncover differences in either or both functional and performance outcomes of these tools and if there is a cautionary tale for this community. Our answer for both is yes.
CASE STUDY -EXPERIMENTING WITH CONFIGURATIONS
In this section we present our case study. We explore the following research questions: RQ1 Does manipulating configurations in bioinformatics software lead to failures? RQ2 What is the impact of manipulating configurations on program behavior? To answer this we ask two sub questions: a) What is the impact on program functionality? b) What is the impact on program performance? Our last research question focuses on the ability to use common sampling techniques that might reduce user effort and improve scalability when exploring configuration options. RQ3 How effective is sampling in these configuration spaces?
Bioinformatics Programs
We select three bioinformatics programs, all of which are configurable, and all available for different types of end users. These tools come from three different areas of study: genome annotation, genome assembly, and metabolic modeling. In the metabolic modeling tool we study two different versions. The first is meant for non-expert users and run from a graphical user interface (GUI). The second is geared towards the experienced bioinformatics user, and run on the command line. This gives us four unique configuration spaces. For each area, we chose a tool that (1) is widely used, (2) is configurable, (3) has some tutorial or other documentation that provides common inputs along with expected outputs to avoid author bias, and (4) can be run through automated scripts. Table 1 shows the three bioinformatics program subjects along with the lines of code (LOC) using CLOC [6] . We describe each application below. We also show the total number of configuration options, along with those chosen for each model broken down by type. For example, the FBA-MFA subject has 21 Boolean and 14 float options. Last we give the size of the full configuration space including constraints (Section 3.2 contains details for each model). 1. BLAST Our first subject is Nucleotide BLAST Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLASTn), a popular bioinformatics tool developed by the National Library of Medicine [1] . 1 Given an unknown DNA sequence (a query), the application attempts to align the sequence to a database of known DNA sequences in order to learn its likely function. Matches are returned with quality scores (percentage ID and e-values) that indicate how confident the search is with respect to each possible match. The queries can be run for either a single DNA sequence or a set of DNA sequences. We use as our input query, a file of 10,000 sequences from a yeast organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae, also known as Baker's yeast [37] . This input was used as an example in a tutorial on BLAST for bioinformatics researchers at our institution [13] . Our other subjects are the two most commonly used analysis tools taken from the open source GitHub repository of the U.S. Department of Energy's System Biology Knowledgebase (KBase) [2] . We can confirm results using their online web interface and are able to use their tutorials to obtain sample inputs/outputs along with descriptions of how each of the tools are used. At the time of this study, KBase has 145 apps deployed providing a wide range of functionality including next generation sequence analysis tools, DNA sequence assembly, annotation, and modeling of metabolic pathways. KBase tools have been used in over 37 publications, and the methods implemented in the tools in thousands of publications. 2. MEGAHIT Our next subject is the DNA assembler MEGAHIT [22] . The KBase tool is a wrapper for an existing version of MEGAHIT [28] . When DNA is sequenced the result is a set of small sequences of base-pairs called reads. In order to combine these small sequences, assembly is used to connect them together into longer sequences called contigs. This has been used 1,120 times inside of the KBase narrative as of April, 2018. We use the default paired-end-library from KBase which contains 386,106 reads all of length 100 basepairs (bp) from the Rhodobacter bacterium. This library is used in the KBase online tutorial [23] .
and 4. Flux Balance Analysis
The last program is a metabolic modeling toolkit that performs a flux balance analysis (FBA). The metabolism of an organism can be modeled as a set of concurrent
Creating the Models
Our first step is to develop configuration models for each application (we provide these on the supplementary website). 2 We use available documentation, such as tutorials, the application interface, online documentation, and we hold discussions with domain experts. Since we are evaluating functionality as one objective, we try to avoid modifying configuration options that are clearly functional, therefore we leave those out of our models. For example, we do not change the growth media in FBA as that will clearly impact how the organism grows. Other configuration options are removed for reasons including: dependencies with default configuration options, they only impact output formatting, filter/threshold, and unique string values that could not be put into equivalence classes. In choosing the values for the configuration options we always include the default option and then try to evenly distribute equivalence classes for other values when it makes sense. We rely heavily on guidance from the documentation (or online developer forums) to determine values.
We found that it was non-trivial to construct a configuration model for each subject. Some configuration options are ill-defined, there is a lack of documentation, or there are conflicting summaries in multiple help documents. We also found that the explicit ranges of values are often missing and we had to reverse engineer default values. We were quickly lost in the maze of configuration options. In order to find our way out we communicated with developers and expert users of the tools to identify configurations of interest for each model. We discuss some of these experiences next. BLAST We began with the full list of 58 command line configuration options from the user manual and scheduled two consultations with an expert user (who is not one of the authors of this paper). The user was only familiar with some of the configuration options, therefore their input was useful, but we still ran into several challenges. We first removed any clearly functional, string, and set configuration options giving us an initial model of 18 configuration options. However, in running preliminary experiments, we ran through a total of five iterations of the model due to errors and inconsistencies in the documentation. At each step we had to stop and trace the errors back to their cause. Due to space constraints we do not list them all, but summarize the key learning points. In preliminary testing we came across one error:
BLAST query/options error: Greedy extension must be used if gap existence and extension options are zero. Please refer to the BLAST+ user manual. This error message is due to incompatible configuration options, but does not name them. After searching web forums with little success, we searched the source code and found that the no_greedy option had constraints. The configuration option no_greedy can not be used when gapopen and gapextend are zero. In our model we were not changing these values because they are functional, and their default is 0, therefore we are unable to include the no_greedy option in our model either. We also discovered configuration options that behave as filters that were not obvious when studying the user manuals. Identifying such functional options was a hard task. Even after looking though two user manuals and consulting two users some configuration options' functionality were still not clear. The word_size option was removed as it was discovered to be a filtering configuration option and would clearly change the functional outcome of the query. We discuss the importance of this in Section 5.
One modification to the model was triggered by a sanity check we performed to confirm the default configuration reported in the manuals was in fact the default. We compared the configuration option manually set (blastn -db [DATABASE] -query [QUERY] -out [OUT] -word_size 11 -dust "20 64 1" -soft_masking true -xdrop_ungap 20 -xdrop_gap 30 -xdrop_gap_final 100 -window_size 40 -off_diagonal_ra nge 0). To our surprise, the results were not the same. We first referred back to the manual and command line help menu to ensure the default values of the configuration options were correct (they were). After continued inspection we noticed an implicit configuration option (called task) that did not have its own declaration in the manual or the help menu. BLASTn can be used with four different tasks and we use the default. However, the default value listed for a BLASTn option we do use (window_size) is for a different task, and the task we use has no default value listed for window_size. So we removed window_size from our model to avoid this constraint. There are no constraints in the final model. MEGAHIT. There are seven configuration options accessible from the web interface. Many of these options determine a list of integer values called the k-list. This controls the length of the sub-string used in the database search. For example, we can set a k-min, k-max, and k-step or explicitly set the entire list with the k-list configuration option. Similarly the option parameter preset is a different method of fixing the same options -we exclude both from the model because they impact functionality. We also fix the configuration option min-contig-length because it directly impacts our functional result. We confirmed this model with a KBase developer. When working with this model we ran into several issues of consistency which we discussed in Section 2.
The MEGAHIT model has constraints between the configuration options (such as k-min < k-max). This constraint was not listed in the documentation, but is considered common knowledge (min should be less than max) and was mentioned to us by the developer. We also confirmed this constraint by running initial experiments where we received an error message. Although it properly returned an error, the message was not descriptive enough for an end-user to understand. The final MEGAHIT model is in Table 3 and has 4 configuration options. FBA For the FBA-GUI subject we first fixed all of the input files (describing the growth conditions) and ruled out configuration options that were of type set. Set options were removed as the number of configuration options is on the order of 10 258 with no logical method of partitioning. We also do not use an optional input (expression data set) to keep the experiment simple. There was one float type configuration option that was not included in the command line version of the tool, so it was excluded from the model as well to ensure we could compare the two. Table 4 displays the configuration options for the FBA models. The FBA-GUI model consists of the first eight configuration options, three Boolean, and five floats evenly partitioned into five values.
The FBA-MFA model contains 27 additional advanced configuration options, five of which are displayed in the table. The complete  FBA-MFA model contains 35 configuration options, 21 Boolean and 14 floats evenly partitioned into five values. There are no constraints in either model. We believe that the lack of constraints may be partially due to our selection of configuration options, and leave further exploration of this as future work.
Measures of Variability
For program functionality we choose common use cases for each tool. For performance we measure the program execution time (in seconds). We describe each of the functional metrics next.
In BLAST the input is a set of query sequences of unknown function that are checked against a database of query sequences. There are two main use cases: (1) the user inputs a set of query sequences and then looks at the best quality hits (defined as 100% basepair matches and an e-value of 0.0) or (2) the user inputs only one query sequence at a time and checks for any hits against that sequence. We explore both use cases. In the first, since there are large numbers of hits returned, we look at the Top 5, 10, 20, and 100 highest quality hits and compare them to the Default Top 5, 10, 20, 100. We keep the number small since the analysis of the returned hits is often a manual effort by the user. For the second use case we count the number of hits for each individual query sequence.
MEGAHIT is used to assemble short DNA reads from sequencers into continuous DNA sequences. The functional dependent variable is the number of contigs generated. This represents how many continuous reads of DNA the algorithm was able to assemble. The objective of the tool is to get the smallest number of long contigs.
The result of the FBA analysis is called the Objective Value (OV) in our tool. We use this as the functional output.
Experimental Setup
The BLAST model has a configuration space of 3,000 which is small enough for us to enumerate and evaluate. We exhaustively run all configurations for our experiments. We run the command line BLASTn version 2.6.0 on a LINUX cluster with 100 jobs in parallel, each job on 1 node with 5GB memory.
The configuration model for MEGAHIT has 260 configurations. We exhaustively run all configurations in this space as well. The MEGAHIT app is version used is 2.2.8 in KBase. We run these experiments in parallel on 10 virtual machines. Each machine runs CentOS-7-x86_64 with 80 GB disk and 2MB RAM.
The FBA subjects' source code is extracted and run on a LINUX cluster in order to scale the experiments and not overload the KBase servers. Since the total configuration space for FBA-MFA is too large to study (1.28 x 10 16 ) we randomly selected 125,000 of these combinations. We use FBA version 1.7.4 running 1,000 jobs in parallel, each job on 1 node with 10GB memory. In order to test all configurations in the FBA-GUI model (25,000) we test it directly from the MFAToolkit also running 1,000 jobs in parallel. We also test and confirm that our functional results matched on a sample of these when running manually in the KBase online narrative. In early iterations of our study on FBA-MFA, some of our runs were hanging (not completing overnight) and this caused the experiments to stop. We added a timeout factor of 1,000 seconds to prevent this problem and kill any job that goes beyond this time. We note that we did have some runs of exactly 1,000 seconds (seen in our data) that did complete and produce valid outputs. We do not explore the best cutoff time further in this work, but believe these are outliers.
Sampling
To evaluate RQ3 we applied a common configuration-aware testing technique, combinatorial interaction testing (CIT) [4, 30, 38, 39] . CIT combines all t-way combinations of configuration options together in at least one run of the sample. Research in traditional software testing suggests that t between 2 and 6 should be sufficient and that 2 or 3 finds most faults [25] . We used strength 2 to 6 in our study. We used the CASA tool [9] for our lower strength samples, but were unable to build some of the higher strength samples so used the ACTS [47] tool for those. When using CASA we generated 30 samples since it uses randomness and each sample is different. With ACTS the generation was deterministic therefore we have a single CIT sample. We also applied a variant of option-wise testing [44] which has been used in configuration performance tuning. Option-wise sampling implies binary configuration options and tests each configuration option being enabled once while the remaining configuration options are all disabled. Since the configuration options in our models are not all binary, we instead use the default configuration setting as our baseline. Then for each configuration option and for each value of the configuration option, we change that one option in the default configuration.
RESULTS
In this section we present the results for each of our research questions. We discuss the implications in Section 5.
RQ1: Failure Detection
BLAST We went through several iterations of the BLAST model (discussed in Section 3.2) in which we ran into many error messages. However these turned out to be due to incorrect configurations and violated dependencies. Once we fixed these, we did not find any other errors while running the 3,000 configurations. MEGAHIT 23 configurations failed (9.62%). Five configurations reported an "Error occurs when running sdbg builder count/read2sdbg" and 18 configurations reported the error "Error occurs when assembling contigs for k = 99" error. We contacted the developers and were told that both cases are valid configurations, but incompatible with the input data. The first is due to setting two configuration options (k-min and k-max) both to 141. The second error only occurs when k-min=99 and minCount>4. In these cases the program should have resulted in no contigs, but produced an error. We note that we worked with bioinformatics experts who use this tool to model our configuration space, therefore these are not obvious edge cases. The developer explained that these are both cases where there were no assembled reads and the tool was failing ungracefully. We did see 35 more cases where there was no assembly, but these did not fail so we consider them in RQ2. In total 237 out of 260 configuration ran without errors.
FBA-MFA Of the 125,000 configurations tested, 1,285 (1.03%) of these configurations failed. We see five distinct error messages ( Table 5 summarizes these). 631 runs timed out after 1,000 seconds. 44 configurations caused an error in the linear programming solver (called SCIP). 54 tests reported an objective value (OV) of negative 0, however the smallest OV should be 0. A total of 447 runs aborted, and 27 were segmentation faults. We first re-ran these tests to confirm that the failures were deterministic and then we reported some of these on the KBase help forum and communicated directly with developers of the FBA program. Several of the errors were confirmed. Some were unsurprising (again due to nonsensical combinations of configuration options) but some were also tagged as real bugs that should be fixed via patches to the program. In response to the SCIP error, the help board told us it was due to the linear programming solver, not the FBA. We got slightly different feedback from the developer who was confused by the error. The resulting OV value it gives us when this occurs is 0 (no growth) so the functional result is correct. The Aborted error is a memory allocation issue in the C++ code. We are continuing dialog with the developer to investigate this further. We discuss more developer feedback in Section 5. FBA-GUI Of the 25,000 combinations, 16 of these combinations resulted in an error. All were the SCIP error (similar to the FBA-MFA example). We confirmed some of these within the KBase online GUI to ensure that the error occurs there as well. All again returned the correct zero OV (no growth), but there was an error reported in the online log. In this case the error may not be obvious to the user, because the GUI handles this gracefully and returns a result. The user must examine the log explicitly to see the error. Summary of RQ1. Three of the four applications suffered from failures due to us using invalid combinations of configuration options (i.e. missed dependencies). We also saw some errors that are due to either external libraries (linear solvers) or the bioinformatics application itself.
RQ2 (a): Functionality
BLAST We examined two different use cases for BLAST as discussed in Section 3.3. For Use Case (1) Table 6 displays the count of Top X hits that match the default settings exactly (in terms of sequence ID and order in in list). For example, the count for Top 5 means that 2,000 of the 3,000 configurations' Top 5 hits match the Top 5 hits from the default configuration. Overall we see that 2 ⁄ 3 of the configurations do not vary in the Top 20 hits. The remaining 1,000 have a different list of hits than the default. If we look at the Top 100 hits only 640 configurations gave the same result as the default options. For Use Case (2) we look at all 10,000 input sequences as individual test cases ( Table 7 ). We see that over half (53.69%) never find a hit across all 3,000 configurations which is typical behavior. Another 17.60% of the query sequences always have 1 or 3 hits (no variation). The remaining 2,871 (28.71%) of the query sequences have a varying number of hits across the configuration options we explored. MEGAHIT Of the 260 configurations, we removed the 23 that resulted in an error. Another 35 (14.50%) resulted in zero assembled contigs and produced no output. Therefore the total number of configurations that gave valid assemblies was 202. In Fig. 3 we show the number of contigs for the 202 configurations with a valid assembly (of at least 1). We see a large variation in the number of contigs. The median number of contigs is 324, but the variation range is from 1 to 672 contigs. This means that configurations explored have a large impact on the functional result of MEGAHIT. FBA-MFA We removed the 1,285 error configurations from the functional analysis. Of the remaining 123,715 configurations we saw 39 unique objective values. This suggests that the configuration options we are changing have a large impact on functionality. The majority of the combinations (96.13%) do not grow resulting in an OV of zero. This is interesting because we fixed the input model and growth media to match that of the online tutorial using all default values and that always grows (0.507834). Fig. 4 shows a distribution of OVs with the x-axis representing OVs, and the y-axis representing the count. Note that the left most bar (a zero OV) is elided to fit into this graph. We have identified the default growth on the graph. It turns out that this is not the most frequently observed (positive) OV. But it is second (705 occurrences) to a slightly higher OV that occurs 978 times. This suggests that the default values are not optimal for this very common organism. FBA-GUI For these 25,000 tests we saw four unique objective values (Table 8 ). Compared with the FBA-MFA tests this has less variation. However, the majority (67%) still do not grow. Only 18.40% match the online tutorial with default values, and interestingly, we can not obtain the higher OV values using the GUI variant of this application suggesting that the configuration options of the command line tool provide additional functional benefit to this application (or they are modifying the "fixed" media indirectly). Summary of RQ2 (a). We saw functional variability in all of our subjects. The implication for reporting scientific results may be significant. The greatest variability was in MEGAHIT signaling the configuration options in the model may be related to functionality.
RQ2 (b): Performance
BLAST For BLAST we did not see much variation in the runtime. Most configurations run in 6 seconds (2,959 test cases) and the remaining 41 tests run in 11 seconds.
MEGAHIT We see a large variation in the runtime of the tests that produce assemblies. Fig. 5 shows a boxplot with a median runtime of 313 seconds and a range from 145 to 1,148 seconds. All tests that lead to an error run in 39 seconds. FBA-MFA The runtime varies by configuration from less than 1 second to the timeout of 1,000 seconds. 99.50% of the tests finish in under 100 seconds. We also see a variance in runtime within the same OV shown in Fig. 6 with the x-axis representing the OV values, and the y-axis representing the runtime in seconds. Most of the OV values have a median runtime between 6 and 40 seconds, but there are many cases of outliers that take significantly longer to run. This tells us we can achieve the same objective value in some cases in 1 or 1,000 seconds. We also confirmed these runtimes are consistent. We randomly picked four OVs and ran all of their combinations (562 in total) 10 times each. There was a low variance across each the 10 runs (median of 2.5 seconds). FBA-GUI All of the configurations finished in less than 42 seconds with the majority (99.28%) finishing in under 12 seconds. We see the least amount of variability when the OV is zero (the model does not grow). However it can still fail to grow but, take up to 21 seconds. The non-zero OVs all have a median runtime of 6 seconds, but can range up to 41 seconds. Similar to the FBA-MFA model, we see we can achieve the same OV with different runtimes as seen in Fig. 7 . Summary of RQ2 (b) . For two of the applications, the performance was not impacted by modifying configurations. However in FBA the performance varies quite a bit by configuration and it is possible to get the same OV with very different runtimes.
RQ3: Sampling
For this RQ we wanted to understand if some common sampling techniques can be used for efficiency. We leave a full analysis as future work. We only present data from the two FBA tools since we could not exhaustively test those configuration spaces. FBA-MFA Results can be seen in Table 9 . For functional output we see that a 2-way CIT sample only produces three unique objective values compared to the 39 we saw in our large (125,000) sample. We don't see at least half of these unique OVs until we scale up to a 5-way CIT sample. Similarly, if we analyze the samples for errors we don't consistently see all five errors, until the 4-way CIT sample. This suggests that the software has higher order interactions. The option-wise testing method only captured five unique OVs and only one of the errors. FBA-GUI Results can be seen in Table 10 . The total number of unique OV values (4) in all the samples, show that the CIT samples can sample the GUI functionality. The SCIP error doesn't show up consistently (in at least half the runs) until the 5-way CIT sample. Summary of RQ3. The 5-way CIT samples detected functional variance and all errors using only a fraction of the configuration space, however the lower strength CIT was not as effective. Optionwise testing did not prove effective in this case. The results do suggest there is potential for sampling to help improve efficiency.
DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED
Further Developer Feedback One of the developers of the FBA tools was very responsive to our information sharing and confirmed that this type of analysis would be useful for developers. He confirmed that many of these errors are due to real faults in the system. Some were unsurprising to him because they were due to combinations of configuration options that were never meant to be run together, some others were puzzling and are being examined now to find the root cause for a bug patch. We believe the first set of errors can be fixed by either preventing their combination from happening via code, or through better documentation. The second class of errors will lead to program repair -both valuable additions. He provided us additional feedback including:
• It was surprising to see some particular configurations result in a positive OV value meaning the organism grew. According to his expertise these should not have grown signaling a possible bug. • He was surprised that some cases of a zero OV (no growth) took a significant time to run, suggesting cases of no growth are not currently optimized in the code. • He remarked that the SCIP error was both "interesting" and "confusing" and asked for more analysis to help them locate the bug(s).
In summary, the developer was able to (1) learn about unknown errors and (2) learn about new ways to potentially optimize runtime. He also asked us for more details of our analysis and is actively working on repairing these issues. Finally, he asked us to run additional experiments with his models to explore some additional configuration options.
For MEGAHIT, the developer plans to update the documentation due to our feedback which may help to improve user understanding and experience of that tool.
Lessons Learned
We learned several valuable lessons about configurable bioinformatics software, some of which we believe can be generalized to other scientific software. (1) The meaning of configuration options and constraints between options are often not clearly documented or easy to extract even by experienced users. (2) Changing configuration options can have a large effect on functionality and it is hard to determine from documentation which configuration options matter. (3) Determining an exact functional output (oracle) for the problem was not straight forward. This suggests that the results of some experiments using these tools can be left open to interpretation. (4) The same functionality can be achieved with varying performance. (5) Unknown and unexpected errors exist in these systems under specific configurations of parameters. (6) Sampling may be an effective tool for testing these systems, but needs more exploration.
Suggestions for Improvement
(1) Create clear distinctions between functional and performance parameters. Despite our effort to exclude functional options we were unsuccessful. We suggest developers divide configuration options into classes by their intended impact on functionality and document this well. (2) Provide automated and transparent methods for handling dependencies. We found dependencies that caused errors, and one tool auto corrected to fix dependencies. Both caused problems. We believe that developers should provide automated techniques to avoid incompatible options, but that the dependencies should also be clearly explained to the end user. (3) Provide automated tuning algorithms. Despite our combined expertise with these tools and our discussions with expert developers, we found that there was no explanation for some of the behavior we observed. There is an opportunity for developers to create automated tuning algorithms to guide all levels of users when manipulating and exploring configuration spaces. (4) Developers can benefit from automated configurationaware testing techniques. Our experiments suggest that developers can utilize existing automated configuration-aware testing tools to build more dependable software. Not only can it help them find latent faults, but it can help to understand the differences in functional and performance variance.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Bioinformatics software is increasingly being used by different types of users and has become highly configurable. We have studied this issue to learn how we can build automated techniques for these tools. We show via a case study that manipulating configuration options in three popular bioinformatics programs can lead to lots of variability. We find the functionality of these systems are dependent on the chosen configuration options. We also find that understanding the configuration models and underlying constraints is non-trivial and that developers can benefit from configurationaware testing tools. Last we see that common existing sampling techniques may be beneficial. We have provided a set of actions that developers can take to improve the repeatability and dependability of these systems.
In future work we plan to build automated approaches to help address the problems that we found. We may leverage existing frameworks such as SPL Conquerer [44] which has already been used in the scientific domain [11] and will explore domain specific languages to help the users. We also plan to expand our models to incorporate more complex constraints. Doing so may require adapting work from [15] . Finally, our approach to creating the configuration models was largely manual. We plan to automate this process as seen in other work [34] .
